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Abstract

Gender is one of the key socio-demographic variables that can influence travel behaviour, but it is often the least understood. Understanding travel behaviour by gender will help better design transport policies that are efficient and equitable. Due to the gendered division of work in households, women often have multiple tasks and activities. As a result, women are more likely to have shorter commute distances, to chain trips, to have more non-work related trips, to travel at off-peak hours, and to choose more flexible modes. This study examines travel behaviour by gender in eight different cities, across three different continents, focusing on transport mode, trip purpose, travel distance and departure time for Auckland, Dublin, Hanoi, Helsinki, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Lisbon and Manila. The most common trends found in the cities are that women tend to travel shorter distances and prefer public transport and taxi services to cars more than men.
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Introduction

A better understanding of the factors that influence individual travel behaviour can reveal changes in preferences and attitudes, provide insights to existing travel patterns, improve transport planning, prepare for future infrastructure needs and services, and help better design and implement sustainable and inclusive transport policies that will meet emissions reductions goals and improve gender equity. Transport attributes, such as travel cost and trip distance, external factors such as urban form and land use (Cervero, 2002; Giuliano, 2003; Handy et al., 2005) and socio-demographic characteristics are all critical determinants of transport mode choice. Gender, household composition, income and car ownership are the most significant socio-demographic factors in influencing travel behaviour (Best and Lanzendorf, 2005; Boarnet and Sarmiento, 1998). However, gender is often the least understood socio-demographic variable.

Since women tend to have specific travel characteristics in terms of mode choice, time of travel, trip purpose, route, trip chain and travel distance, they have very different preferences and constraints than men. For example, women have been found to make fewer journeys to work by car and more journeys for maintenance activities such as shopping and child care (Best and Lanzendorf, 2005; Boarnet and Sarmiento, 1998). Women on average also travel less often and for shorter distances than men (Moriarty and Honnery, 2005) and are more willing to reduce vehicle use than men (Polk, 2003; 2004). In addition, gender is one of the most important variables for mode choice (Bhat and Srinivasan, 2005). The differences in travel behaviour by gender are mostly due to the complexity of activities more often experienced by women than men. Due to the gendered division of work in households, women often have multiple tasks and activities, such as employment, household and caregiving responsibilities. At the same time, women’s travel behaviour may be changing over time and in diverse directions between developed and developing cities.

Transport policies do not generate the same outcome for all individuals, as each individual faces a different set of constraints, which could be a result of the individual’s role in the household (Sarmiento, 1996). Women and men do not usually play the same role depending on the composition of the household. Hence, policies which assume that women and men have the same travel patterns and have equal access to different modes of transport will not reach their full potential impact if they do not consider the differences in behaviour by gender. Furthermore, there may be gender bias in existing transport policies and services, as gender differences in travel behaviour is often overlooked. For example, women’s use of public transport can be affected by the physical and practical considerations relating to the structural design of buses, trains and trams, yet not all design of vehicles and carriages address women’s preferences or needs. Transport services that provide equal benefits across genders can only be provided if there is a better understanding of the needs of all users.

Therefore, in order to implement efficient and equitable transport policies that will benefit all users, reduce gender bias and improve existing transport services for women, gender analysis needs to be incorporated in transport planning and policy making processes. This study has selected eight cities for a comparative analysis on travel behaviour by gender. Household travel survey data were used to study transport mode, trip purpose, travel distance, and other unique transport characteristics in Auckland, Dublin, Hanoi, Helsinki, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Lisbon and Manila. The listed transport variables were used to examine gender differences that cannot be explained by income or age. These cities have a wide range of existing transport services and are at different levels of economic development, which could lead to different travel behaviour, preferences and constraints. In addition, since gender differences in travel patterns are often linked to employment status, household structure, child care and maintenance tasks, cities with different gender and societal norms are likely to show varying levels of gender
differences. This study will examine how travel behaviour varies by gender across the eight selected cities, given their differences.

Transport and gender

Travel behaviour studies conducted over the past four decades have established several trends on the distinctly different travel patterns by gender. Most studies have focused on gender transport differences in the areas of transport mode, time of travel, trip purpose, route, trip chain and travel distance. Women were found to have shorter commute distances since the 1970s (Beckmann, 1974; White, 1977; Gossen and Purvis, 2004) (and hence shorter travel time), to chain trips (Levinson and Kumar, 1995; McGuckin and Murakami, 1999), to have more non-work related trips, to travel at off-peak hours, and to choose more flexible modes, depending on other social characteristics, such as age, income, household size or number of dependents.

Such differences are mostly due to the complexity of activities more often experienced by women than men, as well as the availability of jobs closer to home (Wachs, 1998) and women’s tendency to minimise work-related travel time in order to maximise the time for non-work related trips and activities (Gordon et al., 1989). This is especially true for married women and women with children. In the 2001 United States National Household Travel Survey, it was found that women make 77% more trips per day with their children than men (NHTS, 2001). The presence of young children in a household affects women’s travel patterns more than men’s (McGuckin and Nakamoto, 2004), in terms of both travel distance to work and trip chaining. Women are twice as likely as men to drop off or pick up children in two-worker households and thus, have less flexible departure time than men (McGuckin and Nakamoto, 2004). Women tend to make more family and household-related trips (Rosenbloom, 1987) and have more diverse activities in both space and time. As a result, trip chaining on the way to and from work occurs more frequently for women than for men (McGuckin and Murakami, 1999; Strathman and Dueker, 1995; Al-Kazily et al., 1995; Wegmann and Jang, 1998) and could also lead to a greater preference for car use as it is a more flexible mode that can perform complex spatial-temporal transport activity patterns.

Travel behaviour trends of men and women could slowly converge as more women are entering the workforce, obtaining higher education and advancing in their respective fields in both developed and developing countries. Indeed, recent studies have shown that younger women are travelling further as they age and men are driving less (Tilley and Houston, 2016; Kuhnminhof et al., 2012). Conversely, in some cities, despite the high participation of women in the workforce and women surpassing men in higher education, the average trip for women still differs significantly from that of men (Crane, 2007). Most of these studies are focused on global metropolitan areas in developed countries. Although travel behaviour may be changing for both men and women, the gender gap in developing cities is still significant and requires greater understanding for more equitable policy implementations.

Developing cities may have different transport services and different levels of gender equity compared to those of developed cities, but similar trends have been observed. For example, women in Hanoi tend to do more trip chaining than men and they also travel more at off-peak hours (Levy, 2013), they walk more than men and tend to make more shopping trips; they are also much more likely to be motorcycle or car passengers (Tran and Schlyter, 2010). Similar to women in developed cities, women in Hanoi prefer flexible modes due to their domestic responsibilities (Bray and Holyoak, 2015) but in their
case, they would choose motorcycles rather than cars as most families cannot afford a car and motorcycles give women the freedom of mobility they desire. Women in Hanoi were also found to be more likely than men to switch from using motorcycles to using public transport, which could have major implications on future sustainable transport policies and the development of public transport systems in Hanoi, particularly in light of the rapidly growing private vehicle market. Similarly, in Kuala Lumpur, women were found to be 2.6 times more likely to use public transport rather than a car as compared to men (Nurdden et al., 2007).

Despite the fact that women tend to use more public transport than men, public transport services in most cities are still unsafe or perceived to be unsafe. The strongest deterrent for women choosing public transport is the lack of safety. There have been recent studies in Hanoi, Jakarta and Kuala Lumpur that provide quantifiable evidence of women being much more likely than men to use public transport (Bray and Holyoak, 2015; Tjendra et al., 2010; Nurdden et al., 2007). These studies also showed that in Hanoi and Jakarta, safety was the top priority insisted upon by women as a condition for their use of public transport (Bray and Holyoak, 2015; Tjendra et al., 2010). In addition, nearly 90% of women found the safety of trains to be poor or very poor, whereas only 35% of men held a similar concern for security in Jakarta (Turner, 2013). Furthermore, sexual harassment towards women, whether they are walking on the streets, taking buses or riding trains, has been noted as a common problem (Herrera, 2007). In Manila and Jakarta, the cases of sexual harassment reported by women using public transport are seen as a problem linked to the conditions of over-crowding and the actions taken to prevent such occurrences remain categorised as responses to the volume of passengers (Herrera, 2007). Interviews with transport professionals in these regions revealed a lack of awareness of the social and gender implications for transport policies, influenced by culturally learned discriminatory gender norms, such as the taboo of speaking about sexual harassment (Herrera, 2007). Such discriminations have resulted in women travelling primarily at certain hours of the day and often with a companion to insure their own safety (Herrera, 2007).

Policies with the objective of switching to more sustainable modes of transport would first need to address the different characteristics and preferences of transport users that could be highly distinctive between genders. Without understanding how women’s travel behaviour varies from men’s, it will be challenging to design and implement efficient and equitable transport policies.

Data analysis

Multinomial logistic regression analysis is performed in this study to estimate the effect of gender, age, household income, number of household members, trip purpose, travel distance and departure time on primary mode choice. This method uses a logistic distribution and the method of maximum likelihood for estimating the coefficients (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000) and McFadden’s pseudo coefficient of determination was used to assess the quality of the models (McFadden, 1974). Although there are many other significant factors that could influence mode choice, such as vehicle ownership and availability of a valid driver license, they are unavailable for all the eight cities included in the analysis.

In this study, primary mode choice is defined as the transport mode used to travel the longest distance. A separate model was constructed for each of the eight cities using household travel survey data collected by the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) for Hanoi (2005, n = 187 793), Jakarta (2000, n = 1 083 275), Kuala Lumpur (1999, n = 218 447), and Manila (1996, n = 468 249) and from
household travel surveys conducted by the New Zealand Ministry of Transport, National Transport Authority of Ireland, Helsinki Regional Transport Authority and the Lisbon University (SCUSSE Project) for the cities of Auckland (2013, n = 20 130), Dublin (2012, n = 9 578), Helsinki (2012, n = 8 063), and Lisbon (2013, n = 2 940) respectively. These cities were selected because of their diversity in terms of population size, economic development, transport infrastructure and services, and mode choice. This study seeks to explore how gender could affect travel behaviour in similar ways despite such differences across cities. Since all the eight travel surveys were conducted in different years, ranging from 1996 (Manila) to 2013 (Auckland), and updated data for the developing Asian cities were unavailable, there is a limitation to the comparison of behaviour across the different cities. However, the data can nevertheless provide insights on transport gender behaviour within each city and observations on general trends as shown in the following sections.

**Data summary**

Cross tabulation results and descriptive statistics provide a preliminary overview of general behaviour trends on mode choice, trip purpose, mean travel distance, and departure time. These results show that more commuting trips are made by men than women in most cities. Men dominate the use of cars as their primary mode choice by approximately double that of women in the four Southeast Asian cities, but there is no major difference in developed cities except in Helsinki, where the private vehicle mode share for men is 17% higher than for women. However, it is important to note that the mode share for cars is relatively lower in the Southeast Asian cities. Auckland and Dublin show a high level of equity between the genders with regards to transport mode choice. The other six cities however, tend to show men making more trips by car or motorcycle and women making more trips by buses or non-motorised modes. In fact, Dublin and Lisbon are the only two cities where there is a slightly higher non-motorised mode share (walking and bicycle) for men than women. Despite the small taxi share in almost all cities, women choose to use taxi services more than men in Helsinki, Jakarta, Lisbon, and Manila. These trends are aligned with studies that have shown that women prefer more flexible modes (Bray and Holyoak, 2015). In Dublin, Hanoi and Helsinki, there are no significant differences between commuting patterns of men and women. However, as might be expected given the ubiquitous trends of the distribution of domestic responsibilities, the other six cities show without exception that men are making more commute trips and women are making more non-commute trips. Lastly, the average distance men travel is notably higher than that of women in all cities (40% higher in Southeast Asian cities on average, mainly due to Jakarta; less than 10% in other cities) (Figure 1) and more women than men travel during off-peak hours (Figure 2).
Figure 1. Mean travel distance by gender in eight cities
Figure 2. Distribution of departure time by gender in eight cities
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Multinomial logistic regression and variables

In order to compare the gender differences in transport behaviour with those of income and age, these three socio-demographic variables, together with four other key control variables were included in the same multinomial logistic regression model for each city. Transport mode is the dependent variable in all eight regression models as shown in Equation (1), which is an example for the bus mode in Auckland.

\[ Y_{Bus} = \alpha_{Bus} + \beta_{Gender} Gender + \beta_{Age} Age + \beta_{Household Income} Household Income \\
+ \beta_{Trip Purpose} Trip Purpose + \beta_{Travel Distance} Travel Distance \\
+ \beta_{Departure Time} Departure Time \]

where \( Y \) is the dependent variable, \( \alpha \) is the \( Y \)-intercept and \( \beta \) is the estimate of the regression slope.

The reference mode for Auckland, Dublin, Helsinki and Lisbon is always private vehicle, which includes both light-duty vehicles and motorcycles, since this is usually the category with the greatest number of trips. Such a reference mode will also allow the comparison of a more flexible form of transport to more structured transport systems. The reference mode for Hanoi, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur and Manila is motorcycle due to its relatively high share in these cities.

Mode choice

Transport mode choice for each city was recoded from the original data to present a consistent set of alternatives that is comparable for all eight cities and contains walking and bicycle, private vehicle (i.e. light-duty vehicles including car and light trucks), motorcycle, bus, train and taxi. In Hanoi, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur and Manila, motorcycle is a separate choice from light-duty vehicle, while in the other four cities, these two modes were combined into one. This was mostly due to the relatively low number of motorcycle trips in Auckland, Dublin, Helsinki and Lisbon.

Train includes metro, light rail and commuter rail where applicable, and in the case of Lisbon, it also includes ferry due to the manner in which the original data were collected. The bus mode includes trams (Lisbon only) and small buses (Hanoi, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur and Manila), i.e. informal transit in cities with such services. Bus and train are separate alternatives for all cities since they tend to reflect different gender preferences. On the other hand, walking and bicycle have been grouped together, as both are forms of non-motorised transport. Where applicable, three-wheelers were grouped with the taxi mode due to their common flexibility characteristic.

Trip purpose

Trip purpose data were divided into commute, non-commute and home trips for the purpose of the regression analysis. Commute trips only contain “work trip” and all other trips were categorised as non-commute, with the exception of home trips, which was kept separate. The original data had a wider range of choices, with Helsinki having as many as 20 trip purpose types for example.

Socio-demographic variables

In addition to gender, age and income, the number of household members is also included in the regression models with the objective of estimating the impact of the number of dependents (e.g. young children or elderly adults) on transport mode choice. This variable is only included in the regression models for Hanoi, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur and Manila due to the lack of data in the other four cities.
Hence, in addition to the six variables shown in Equation (1), household member is an additional variable for these four cities.

**Gender differences in travel behaviour**

The results from the multinomial logistic regression analysis conducted for each city, which include adjusted odds ratios for the independent variables, are discussed in this section. Odd ratios are estimated as they are one of the most intuitive measures used to understand the relationship between the covariates and the outcome variable in this case (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). With regards to the quality of the models, the pseudo-R2 levels were relatively substantial for most cities (0.26 - 0.74), with the exception of Dublin (0.16) and Auckland (0.19), giving potential evidence of missing variables from these two models that have an influence on mode choice.

Gender is highly significant (p < 0.01) for almost all modes in cities. The only exception is with regards to taxi in Dublin, which is only represented by a small mode share (48 trips). Age and income are also very significant (p < 0.01) for nearly all transport modes in Auckland, Helsinki, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur and Manila. On the other hand, these two covariates are insignificant for all modes in Dublin except walking/bicycle with regards to income. Furthermore, in Hanoi, income is insignificant for bus and taxi and in Lisbon, it is insignificant for train, while age is insignificant for walking/bicycle and bus. Thus, gender is found to be much more significant for more transport modes consistently than age and income. Lastly, the transport variables of trip purpose, travel distance and departure time were very significant (p < 0.10 – p < 0.01) in most of the cities, giving further evidence of the important role they play in determining mode choice.

In two of the developed economies and in all of the four Southeast Asian cities, the regression models show women preferring alternative transport modes, such as trains, buses, taxis and walking/bicycle, over private vehicles. In particular, women in Helsinki are 2.6 times more likely than men to take a taxi instead of a car/motorcycle, 2.4 times more likely to ride a bus, over twice more likely to ride a train, and 1.7 times more likely to walk or bicycle. These trends of sustainable transport behaviour among women echo Polk’s findings in Sweden (Polk, 2003). Similarly, women in Lisbon are 2.6 times more likely than men to choose a taxi over a private vehicle, 2.2 times more likely to choose a bus or tram and 1.3 times more likely to choose a train.

In the four Southeast Asian cities, since motorcycle is the dominant mode of transport, this was the reference used to quantify mode preferences. Beginning with Jakarta, women are 2.3 times more likely than men to choose a taxi over a motorcycle, a figure which drops to 1.9 for buses, 1.7 for non-motorised and other modes, 1.5 for train, and 1.3 for cars. This trend is even stronger in Kuala Lumpur, where women are an astounding 2.6 times more likely than men to choose a taxi instead of a motorcycle, a figure that drops to 2.4 for train, 4.5 for bus, 3.5 for walking/bicycle, and 3.0 for car or other modes. similarly, in Manila, women are 2.3 times more likely than men to prefer a bus to a motorcycle, 2.8 times more likely to prefer a taxi or train, 3.4 times more likely to prefer walking or cycling, and twice more likely to prefer driving a car.

Given the small but rapidly growing population of car owners in Vietnam, it is important to note that in its capital Hanoi, men are 2.3 times more likely to choose a car over a motorcycle than women. Hanoi is the only city in which men prefer cars to motorcycles more than women, although the relatively small
number of trips by car (n = 1,435 out of a total of 187,793 trips) in this city limits the significance of the finding. Conversely, women are 2.3 times more likely than men to choose walking or cycling over a motorcycle, and respectively 1.4 and 1.3 times more likely to choose a bus or a taxi.

Auckland and Dublin differ from these trends with regards to certain transport modes. In particular, while women are 1.4 times more likely than men to prefer a train to a private vehicle in Auckland, they are also two times less likely to choose a bus over car and 1.3 times less likely to choose walking or bicycling. Similarly, Dublin women are 1.6 times more likely to choose a train over a private vehicle compared to men, but they are 1.3 times less likely to take a bus, or to walk or bicycle.

It has already been stated that income and age are very significant (p < 0.01) explanatory variables across the board. In particular, people who are older tend to prefer driving private vehicles to buses and to prefer taxis more than private vehicles. Additionally, in all cities except Manila, household income tends to have a neutral or slight positive correlation with choosing a train over a private vehicle. All other trends vary greatly between modes and geographic regions.

Lastly, the coefficient for the number of household members, a variable only present in the Southeast Asian city models due to availability issues. For both genders in Jakarta, having more household members is positively correlated to choosing to ride a bus, a taxi or walking/bicycling over using a motorcycle. The number of household members is also significant for all modes in Hanoi, with a larger household leading to a higher frequency of trips by taxi and walking/bicycling and a lower frequency by car or bus as compared to by motorcycle. Kuala Lumpur has significant coefficients for household members for all modes except train and other modes. Additionally, women are more likely to choose a train over a motorcycle as the household grows (1.05, p < 0.10), whereas for men there is no statistically significant difference. In Manila, the number of household members does not have an important influence on mode choice for women, but it does for certain modes among men, who tend to choose a taxi or walking/bicycling over a motorcycle when there are more members (1.04, p < 0.01; 1.08, p < 0.01).

**Discussion**

Gender remains a significant determinant of transport mode choice across the eight selected cities in this study, regardless of their status of economic development and other differences, even though the same trends may not always hold true for every city. Gender is a more robust determinant of mode choice than age or income. Women prefer public transport modes, such as bus or train, over driving a car in all cities selected in this study, except in Dublin and Auckland. Women in all cities except Dublin prefer riding a taxi over using a private vehicle (car or motorcycle) more than men. Since women have more complicated travel patterns, they tend to prefer more flexible modes, such as taxi, but at the same time, public transport modes are more appealing to them than to men. These findings imply that flexible modes, especially emerging trends such as shared mobility or mobility as a service, could attract more female than male users and when given better alternatives, women may be ready to give up driving altogether. If cities want to further encourage the development of such flexible modes, policies that will address women users’ preferences should be implemented as women will be the dominating users. Similarly, although women prefer to use public transport modes more than men, most of the cities included in this study do not have transport programmes or policies that are focused on improving the
user experience of women transit riders considering their off-peak time of travel and non-commute trip purpose.

Travel distance per trip is also higher for men than women, which is a persistent trend across all eight cities. Hence, some characteristics, such as housing and job location choice and the value of time for non-work related trips and activities, may be gender specific and not unique to city type, geographical location, or level of economic development. Shorter travel distance could also make women an attractive target market for shared mobility services. Among the four cities where motorcycle and car were analysed separately, women in Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur and Manila prefer cars over motorcycles more than men do. This could suggest a continuous increase in private vehicle use in these three cities, especially as these economies grow and household income rises, allowing more women to be able to afford their preferred mode of transport. Hence, these cities may need to conduct more detailed gender analysis in order to prevent further increases in private car use and to design more sustainable transport alternatives.

Policy insights

This study has shown that women transport users have more similar travel characteristics to other women in different cities than with men in their own cities, supporting the fact that gender plays a more substantial role in affecting travel behaviour than other factors, such as the built environment, existing transport services, or even age and income. For example, travel distance is found to be longer for men than women across all eight cities, where men also make more commuting than non-commuting trips, drive more (especially in developing cities) and travel more during conventional peak hours that reflect regular working hours. It is clear that in order to implement efficient and equitable transport policies, the differences in travel behaviour by gender have to be considered and addressed accordingly in both developing and developed cities. Although it is imperative that the gender mainstreaming of transport policies and programmes take place at every level to achieve true gender equity, four main policy insights have been identified in this study.

Public transport scheduling needs to consider a wider range of needs and preferences

Women tend to have more complicated schedules that often include more trips per day and consist of more than two points of origin and destination. Hence, this could explain why men tend to have more commuting trips, whereas women travel more for non-commuting trips, as commuting trips are just one type of the various kinds of trips they make in a day. This also implies that women tend to link multiple trips more than men. However, public transport, which more women use than men, makes trip chaining a challenge due to increases in travel time and cost. In addition, the fact that women tend to travel more before peak hours both in the morning and afternoon imply that their work schedules and time of travel are different from those of men, who may have more regular and fixed working hours. Therefore, if public transport services are to be gender neutral or have a higher level of gender equity, it is necessary to schedule them according to a wider range of travelling and working hours. Improvement of public transport services should thus include changes in the scheduling of buses or trains and the synchronisation of their arrival and departure time to address the needs of all users, in addition to any physical or structural modifications in public transport planning and design.
**Taxi and informal transit services require safer regulations and technologies**

Flexible transport modes, such as taxi and informal transit services are more attractive to women than men in most cities. Although ride sharing services are not included in this study, it is expected that women will be a larger user group of such services, due to their stronger preference for flexible modes (as compared to private vehicle use) than men, especially in developing cities. However, women’s safety when using such modes has not been a priority concern in most cities. Specific regulations, such as careful driver profiling, sharing of vehicle information and expected time of arrival, provision of emergency alert features, hiring and training of women drivers, greater co-ordination with the police, and increasing commuter education and awareness can all increase the safety of taxi, informal transit and ride sharing services. Some of these regulations can be easily and cost efficiently implemented and enforced with the use of technology in the form of apps and GPS tracking. As door-to-door transport services that will improve personal mobility continue to grow in different cities across the world, they need to be safe transport options for all users regardless of gender.

**Gender analysis leads to effective and efficient transport demand management**

The differences in travel behaviour by gender will influence the efficiency and effectiveness of transport demand management strategies, such as fiscal policies including road and parking pricing, fuel tax and public transport fare subsidies, or programmes that will promote non-motorised transport. For example, as women’s travel distances are shorter than those of men, their transport behaviour will be less affected by variable pricing policies that depend on travel distance than fixed pricing, such as cordon pricing in the case of congestion pricing. Variable pricing policies can therefore be more equitable for women in general. Since women also drive less in general, though not in all cities, their travel behaviour will be more affected by transport demand management strategies that are focused on the improvement of public transport services or non-motorised modes and public transport fare subsidies. On the other hand, for women who drive and make more trips in a day, they are subject to more parking fees than men with only commuting trips. Not all transport demand management strategies will be appropriate for women due to their distinct travel behaviour. In addition, women can also be affected differently by various incentive programmes, such as employer based transit subsidies or the provision of shuttle services after regular working hours. Hence, gender analysis should be integrated into the design and implementation of transport demand management strategies that will allow greater levels of flexibility and consideration of all users.

**Safety improvements are key to ensure optimal public transport use**

This study has shown that women travel shorter trips on average than men, which can be easily facilitated by public transport services if they are available. This could explain why women have stronger preferences to use public transport modes than men in most of the cities included in this study. However, women also make more non-commuting trips and travel more during off-peak hours, which imply that public transport services may not be readily available when required by women users and such services may also not be provided under the safest circumstances, especially during off-peak hours. Safety is a concern that affects women’s transport behaviour across all transport modes more than men in general. If cities want to increase their public transport use and occupancy rates, the safety of their services have to be considered in order to attract more women passengers and also to improve the experience of the substantial share of existing women users. This is especially critical in developing cities, where efficient, equitable and safe public transport modes play an important role in regulating the growing share of private vehicle use, including motorcycles. Motorisation will continue to increase in developing cities. However, in order to encourage a shift from being a potential driver to a public transport user, adequate and safe public transport needs to be a viable option. Policies that will contribute to the development of
Safe public transport services will also contribute to a city’s and country’s overall climate change mitigation measures. Some examples of safety measures for public transport include reservation of women-only coaches, operation of women-only buses, separated sections and reserved seats for women in buses, installation of camera and GPS tracking, well-lit bus stops and interchanges, and minimising of crowding during boarding and alighting.
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